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1. Introduction 
The main pu中oseofthis paper is to reconsider the grammatical properties ofthe middle adjuncts 
and obligatory 叫junctsin English and Japanese， and to provide an adequate generalization to these 
phenomena upon basic observations at the descriptive level. The former is a group of adjuncts which 
necessarily occぽ inthe middle voice construction， and the la伽 rare adjuncts which obligatorily 
appear under a lexical demand from certain verbs. Adverbs and adjuncts have been traditionally 
known as optional constituents that need not satis命 theverbal requirement of the lexical企ame
fulfillment on NPs， but this categorization apparently contradicts the obligatory presence of a司junctsin 
some sentence constructions concemed in this article. By focusing on the similar distributive pa批 ms
of the middle adjuncts and obligatory a司junctsbetween Japanese and English， 1 propose白a幻tt白he可yboth
白Iinto a unified c伺at匂egorηywhich will b巴called
with certain verbs釘 ewell-captured i汀fwe assume that the relationship between c∞ore adjuncts and 
verbs訂 eun凶lif4品or口mτ官nl防yregulat匂edby a simple notion of “Combinatorial Dependencies"， ina sense of 
Hawkins (2001， 2004). 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 1 investigate the fundamental factor that 
di能 rentiatesthe shared properties between middle adjuncts and obligatory adjuncts from thos巴 of
other types of VP adjuncts. Section 3 introduces the notion of combinatorial dependencies and its 
interaction with a VP adverbial licensing mechanism which is termed the “Closest". Section 4 deals 
with possible hypothesis on the distribution of core a司junctsfrom the view of combinatorial 
dependencies， and some diagnostic tests訂 econducted on the basis of the initial assumption. Section 5 
provides a brief sumrnary and conclusion ofthe article. 
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2. Basic Properti郎 ofObligatory Adjuncts and Middles 
Although it was basically thought that adjuncts and adverbs are optional constituents of a 
sentence， McConnell-Ginet (1982) proposed that under some circumstances adjuncts have to appear 
obligatorily. In fact， absence of adjuncts induces ungrammaticality of sentences， both in English and in 
Japanese. 
(1) a.ホJoanbehaved to Marcia. 
b. Joan behaved rudely to Marcia. (McConnell-Ginet， 1982: 164) 
(2) a. Taroo-wa Hanako-ni tumetaku furumat-ta. 
Taro-NOM Hanako-DAT coldly baheve-PAST 
“Taro behaved coldly to Hanako" 
b.ホTaroo-wa Hanako-ni furumat-ta. 
Taro-NOM Hanako・DAT behave-PAST 
“Taro behaved to Hanako" 
It seems that a closed set of verbs which indicates the manner of certain events necessitates the 
co・occu汀 encewith obligatory adjuncts. Verbs也atseemingly belong to this group are behave， treat， 
dress， and word for English (c王Larson，1985)， and on the other hand，βffumau (behave) and atukau 
(treat) for Japanese. One assumption that immediately arises at this point is that such verbs are 
lexically deficient since they cannot present enough information for propositional content. Indeed， 
manner a司junctssuch as tumetaku (coldly)，αkaruku (brightly)， and yasasiku (kindly) are the typical 
examples of adjuncts that co・occurwith the verbs which require obligatory adjuncts. 
Adjuncts in middles show similar parallelism between English and Japanese with regard to the 
inability of omission. 
(3) a. The car drives nicely. 
b.事Thecar drives. (Adapted from Keyser and Roeper， 1984: 384) 
(4) a. Kono kuruma-wa yoku hasir-u. 
This car-TOP well drive-PRES 
“This car drives well" 
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b. *Kono kuruma-wa hasir-u. 
This car-TOP drive-PRES 
‘'This c釘合ives"
Of course， not al of the pairs of sen旬nceswith or without adjuncts exhaustively show出iskind of 
correspondence between English and Japanese. Noticing the cross-linguistic variation of the 
acceptability of middle construction， 1 mainly consider verbs that can commonly make the middles 
between the two languages throughout this paper， with a few exceptions conceming the data from 
elsewhere. The middle verbs that are to be taken up here are: cut， sel， leam， write， and合ive，for 
English， and kireru (cut)， ureru (sel)， manaberu (leam)， kakeru (write)， and hasiru (世ive/run)for 
Japanese. An important characteristic of middle verbs in Japanese is白紙 mostofthem釘'enecessarily 
accompanied by the potential morpheme -e・ruin their suffix positions. In addition to the problems of 
specificity onto NPs in the middles (Takami， 1997)， 1 discuss the issue later in section 2.2. 
2.1 Obligatory Adjuncts as Co問 Adjuncts
When 1 refer to the term“Core Adjunct"， the de血litioncan be described as the following. 
(5) Core Adjunct: 
a. VP adjunct白紙modifiesa core event of a sentence. 
b. VP adjunct血atreciprocally establishes lexical dependency with verbs. 
For the usage of a term "core event" 1 mean by a principle like the following: 
(6) Core Event ( c王Tenny，2000): 
An event which is rl叩resentedby the meanings of certain kinds of verbs and is associated with 
manner， stativity or inchoativity. 
In this article， 1 assume that the notion of core event includes the precise des叫 tionof manner回 well
as stativity or inchoativity， although it is not generally assumed to be a part of the core event. However， 
as 1釘別ein the sections below， a description of a VP-intemal event should obviously include manner 
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associated with certain verbs and曲目 thereis no reason to exclude this notion 仕omthe core event. 
For the term “Core Adjunct"， to the best of my knowledge， it was frst introduced by Emst (1994). 
There he applies the term for one type of adjuncts泊 Chinesethat occ町 ina very re柑 icted
environment， apart合omthe obligatoriness of吋uncts.The term should be thus distinguished from the 
one 1 adapt hereお，rJapanese， for 1 use白eterm to describe that the obligatory occurrence of adjuncts 
and the core event訂eclosely connected to each other. SVO languages like English allow post-verbal 
placement of adjuncts， whose properties are described as“an unusual or unexpected qualification of an 
action / event will most likely come after the verb (Emst 1984: 331)プInthis sense， Japanese seems to 
provide a good testing-ground for the dis廿ibutionof VP-intemal adjuncts and its relationship with 
issues on even旬ality，because strict head-final language like Japanese never allows post-verbal 
placement of adjuncts. That is， how those various kinds of VP adjuncts in Japanese involve the core 
event is harder to distinguish than those of SVO languages. Despite the word order restriction， what 1 
argue here is that core adjuncts require mutual dependency with certain verbs and therefore truly 
exceptional for出atthey cannot be omitted， while almost al adjuncts are optional modifiers of VP or 
some higher projection which indicates outer event of a sentence， as in the following example (c王
Koizumi， 1993， Kimura， Kim & Koizumi 2005). 
(7) a. Taroo-wa yasasiku [vp Hanako・ni hanasikaketa] . 
Taro-TOP gently Hanako・DAT talked to 
“Taro talked to Hanako gently" 
b. Taroo-wa akaruku [vp Hanako-ni 負lruma仕a].
Taro-TOP brightly Hanako圃 DAT behaved 
“Taro behaved brightly to Hanako" 
It is intuitively clear that the adjunct yasωiku (gently) in the example (a) modifies the whole event of 
Taro's opening the door， notjust modi命ingthe verb hanasikake-ta (talked to) only. In the example (b)， 
it is fair to say that the a司junctis modifシingrather smaller portion ofVP， or perhaps even the verb only. 
This is further shown in the examples below. 
(8) a.ホTaroo-wa yasasiku e hanasikake-ta. 
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Taro-TOP gently talk to-PAST 
“Taro gently talked to" 
b. ?Tar・00・wa akaruku e furumat-ta. 
Taro-TOP brightly behave-PAST 
“Taro behaved bright1y" 
Whi1e the example (b) allows an interpretation of arbitr創γgoalNP for the empty ar:伊 ment，白e
exarnple (a) does not evoke such reading.百lisindica臨 thatthe normal VP adjuncts modifies an event 
consists of object and verb whereas obligatory adjuncts modifies tle core event of a verb. Given白紙
the obligaωry adjuncts are a kind of core adjun他社latare involved in tle deepest part ofthe event in a 
sentence， 1 further釘 guein the following section that adjuncts in middles yield quite simi1ar 
distribution as those of obligatory adjuncts. 
2.2 Middle Adjuncts as Co四 Adjuncts
1 devote this section mainly on the basic observation on middles泊 Jap組 ese，and the adjuncts 
白atare required for由egr釘nmaticalityof白esentences. What 1 insist here is白紙也eobligatory 
occuηence of adjuncts泊 middles訂'eatfected by出eproperty such as specificity on noun phrases in 
the middles， but it is also strongly related with the even卸alityinduced by the potential predicate. It is 
posited that the middle adjuncts should rather be regarded as a realization of lexical combination 
between 吋unctsand verbs that consist the core event of a sentence. 
Most of the middle verbs require two factors on its sentence construction: specificity on subject 
NP， and potential predicates such as -e・ruor-are・ru.If tle middles lack the specificity condition， a 
sentence ends up泊 ungr釘nmaticalityas shown in (9). 
(9) a. Kono hon-wa yoku ur-e-ru. 
This book-TOP well sell-POT-PRES 
“官lisbook sels well" 
b. *Hon-wa yoku ur-e-ru. 
book-TOP well sell-POT-PRES 
“Book sells well" 
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Takami (1997) argued由atthe subject NPs of the middle constructions in Japanese demand 
assignment of meaningful specification for the senten回 sto be judged correctly. His proposal is that as 
伽 asthe subject NPs釘 egiven enough specifications， the middle sentences can be approved 
reg紅 dlessof the existence of the demonstrative pronoun“kono (由is)". 
(10) a. Kono sake-wa nom-e-ru. 
this liquor-TOP drink-POT-PRES 
“百lisliquor is good to drink" 
b. Kono geemu-wa tanosim-e-ru. 
this game-TOP enjoy-PO下PRES
“官lisgame is enjoyable" 
c. Kono houcho・wa kir-e-ru. 
this food chopper-TOP cut-POT-PRES 
“This food chopper cuts (well)" 
d. Kono kinoko・wa taber-are-ru. 
this mushroom-TOP eat-POT-PRES 
“This mushroom is ea帥 le" (Takami 1997: 84， (23c)・(23f)
(11) a. *Kono sya'旬-wa ara-e-ru. 
this shirt-TOP wash-POT-PRES 
“(L比)This shirt washable" 
b.ホKokusaidenwルwa kaker-are-ru. 
intemational cal-TOP call-PO下PRES
“(Lit.) Intemational calls are able to call" (Takami 1997: 84， (25a)， (26a)) 
Takami (1997) explains白ereason of unacceptability of the senten回 sin (11)， that when characteristics 
of由esubjects訂 eessentially indicated by the potential predicate， the subjects lack the meaningful 
specification and thus induce ungrammaticality. In other words， shirts in (1Ia) and intemational cal in 
(11 b) are essentially washable or basically able旬 beused by anyone so they need not be expressed in 
middle construction which necessitates the specific implication on白esubjects. This generalization 
can also explain why the sentence in (9b) is unacceptable. However， his argument cannot precisely 
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capωre the whole phenomena of middles without 叫juncts，because if the essential properties of the 
subjects and恥 lexicalinformation ofverbs are involved in the acceptabi1ty ofthe exarnples in (11)， 
the exarnples in (10) should also be unacceptable for the subjects not being given significant 
specification: liquor is essentially drinkable， and knives釘'eessentially used to cut something but 
nothing else. In addition to the assumption of necess町 specificationon 叫 ects，1 propose an 
altemative analysis白at由emiddles require denotation of specific core event wiぬobligatoryadjuncts. 
Thus， the accep帥 ilityof由emiddles are not a:fected by the existence/non-existence of the 
demonstrative pronoun“kono" or any semantic specification on subjects， but rather a:fected by the 
degree of the description of core event， which is called forth by the potential predicates: -e・ruand 
-are-ru. As shown in the examples below， the specification on subjects using “kono" merely have 
effect on the grammatica1 judgments as far as there is a core event description consisting of adjuncts 
and verbs: 
(12) a. Kono sya旬-wa sen旬kuki・de ara-e-ru. 
也is shirt-TOP laundry machine-with wash・POT-PRES







The examples in (12a， b)釘 egiven appropriate description by the appe釘 組 問 ofsecondary predicate 
“sentakuki・de(machine-wash)"， one of the VP adjuncts， but the omission of the pronoun does not 
evoke unacceptability. However， ifthe middles lack the adjuncts， the sentences become unacceptable 
as in (12c). These examples thus indicate that the organization of core event which includes potential 
verbs and obligatory adjuncts is a more important factor白anthe specification on subjects when we 
concem the whole licensing mechanism of the middles. Further evidence for the impo此anceof core 
events泊themiddles are shown in the examples below. 
(13) a. Kono naifu-wa yoku kir-e・ru.
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this knife-TOP well cut-PO下PRES
“This knife cuts well" 
b.岸Nai白-wa yoku kir-e-ru. 
knife-TOP well cut-POT-PRES 
“Knife cuts well" 
c. *Kono naifu-wa kir-u. 
this knife-TOP cut-PRES 
“This knife cuts" 
d. *Naifu-wa yoku kir-u. 
knife-TOP well cut-PRES 
“Knife cuts well" 
Despite the lack of demonstrative pronoun in (13 b)， ifwe assume the comparison of knives with other 
materials to cut something， such as paperknives， the sentence would not be unacceptable. Therefore， as
we have seen up to here， the marginal judgment of middles with or without meaning白1specification 
on su町田tsis due to whether the presupposition is available from the ful description in the core 
events. However， from (l3c) and (l3d)， it seems that the existence of potential predicates is rather a 
crucial factor for the judgments， regardless of the occu町'enceof the adjuncts in the related sentences. 
Given that the potential predicates require obligatory occuηence of adjuncts to supplement the 
information in the core events， it is fair to say that the adjuncts in the middles share the same 
properties with those of “behave-type" sentences. The issues on presupposition， nevertheless， remain 
unanswered in this article. It may be rather related to pragmatic analysis as proposed by Goldberg and 
Ackerman (2001)， and 1 leave this issue as a future research. 
3. Combinatorial Dependencies 
In this section 1旬mto the notion of combinatorial dependencies， and ar別 ethat the relationships 
between core adjuncts and verbs are the foremost instance of the combinatorial dependencies: namely， 
the core event. Fundamental p戸rin即ci単plesof 
(ο14め) Combination (Hawk副ins2004: 20) 
Two categories A and B are in relation of combination if they occur within the same mother phrase 
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node and maximal projection (phr田 alcombination)， or if they occur wi由inthe same lexical 
co・occu汀'ence企釘ne(lexical combination). 
(15) Dependency (Hawkins 2004: 22) 
Two categories A and B are in a relation of dependency if the parsing of B requires access to A for the 
assignment of syntactic or semantic properties to B with respect to which B is zero-specified or 
ambiguously or polysemously specified. 
The keyc∞o∞ncep戸toぱf
De叩pend白en即ci均esダ"， under which the two categories A and B constitute a bidirectional， phrase-intemallexical 
dependencies. 1 assume that the simultaneous dependencies企omboth of the constituents血atorganize 
minimal sister relationship within VP企omverbs to core adjuncts or企'Omcore adjuncts to verbs-ぽe
needed for licensing白ecore ac羽田C包.The most crucial evidence that supports this proposal is given below. 
(16) a. Yasasiku Tar・'00・ga Hanako-ga Jiroo-ni kisu-sita to hanasi-ta. 
gently Taro-NOM Hanako-NOM Jiro-DAT kiss-PAST COMP say-PAST 
“Gently， Taro said吐latHanako kissed Jiro" 
b.事Yas田 iku 1釘 '00・ga Hanako-ga Jiroo-ni 釦rumat-ta to hanasi・ta.
gently Taro-NOM Hanako-NOM Jiro-DAT behave-PAST COMP say-PAST 
“Gently， Taro said that Hanako behaved to Jiro" 
In both sentences， a VP adjunctツ制siku(ge凶ly)"is scrambled out to the sentence initial position. The 
example (l6a) is ambi酔 ousin two ways: intuitively it should be associated with the matrix verb“han閣 iィa
(said)"， but it is not impossible to make an interpretation ofthe VP adjunct associating wi白 theverb in也e
embedded clause of (16a)， inwhich the interpretation of the embedded clause should be “Hanako kissed 
Jiro gently".百世smeans that when VP adjuncts are pl邸 edoutside of由eircanonical domain， they st副 ω
search for the event仕latthey should essentially modifシ'.On the other hand， (16b) does not allow embedded 
reading of the VP adjunct. Thus it amounts to saying that the∞re adjuncts must be licensed wi白inthe 
domain which stands as the largest boundary of the core event. If so， asfar as白ey釘 eplaced within血e
propositional content ofjurumau (behave) in白 embeddedclause，世lesentence would not cause violation. 
This is indeed bom out as in an example below. 
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(17) 1釘 00・ga (yasasiku) Hanako・ga (yasasiku) Jiroo-ni 釦rumat-ta to hanasi-ta. 
Taro-NOM (gently) Hanako・NOM (gently) Jiro-DAT behave-PAST CO勘1p say-PAST 
“Taro鈎idthat (gently) Hanako behaved to Jiro (gent1y)" 
In白eexample above，血eadjunct is placed at adjacent positions to the su吋ectin the embedded clause. In 
this case the adjunct receives an appropriate interpretation of being associated wi白 theembedded verb. As 
shown below， the same kind of grammatica1 contrast can be a1so seen in the middles. 
(18) a. Taroo-ga Kono kuruma-wa yoku hasi-ru. to it却.
Taro-NOM this car-TOP well run-PRES COMP say圃PAST
“Taro said that this shirt is machine-washable" 
b. T:紅 00・ga yoku kono kuruma-wa hasi・ru. to it・匂.
Taro-NOM well 出iscar-TOP run-PRES COMP say-PAST 
c. *Yoku T釘 00・ga kono kuruma-wa hasi-ru to it-ta. 
well Taro-NOM 白iscar-TOP run-PRES CO加1p say-PAST 
Notice that the middle verb hωi・ru(run) requires the presence of core adjuncts to describe how some仕ung
runs well. When the adjunct yo知 (well)is placed at也esentence initial position， it cannot have an 
embedded reading and thus the sentence ends up in ungr溜 nmatica1ity.However， as we have seen in (16a)， 
批 norma1VP叫junωpermitbo血 m甜 ixand embedded readings. Based on these observations， the 
minimallicensing boundary of core adjuncts can be schematica11y shown as follows (CA stands for core 
adjuncts: 
(19) a. [S [<CA> S <CA> (10) <CA> Verbs] 
今 [Co開 Event]------'
V] 
b. 事[S <CA> [S (10) vcぽbs] V] 
t [Co問 Event]---__J
Upon the establishment of assumption based on combinatorial dependency and core event， 1 propose出e
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following for the licensing system of core adjuncts: 
(20) The Closest Condition: 
Core adjuncts must be associated with a closest head to which they are affiliated， or with a 
constituent which induces a furthest boundary of a core event. 
Considering these properties of middles and obligatory叫junc民 inthe following section 1 discuss some of 
the predictions that can be derived企omthe notions of combinatorial dependencies. 
4. Conditions on the “Closest" and Co問 Adjunc包
The combinatorial dependencies and the closest condition together predict that the verbs白紙創官
informationally deficient and白ecore adjuncts伽.tsupplement lexical information for白ecore event do 
not prefer any other kind of constituent to intervene between them. Normal verbs and common VP adjuncts， 
on the other hand， should not induce such aversion. First， consider the examples below. 
(21) a. Gakusei-ga sono hon-wo kanari tebayaku yon-da. 
student-NOM that book-ACC considerably quickly read-PAST 
“Students read the book considerably quickly." 
b. Gakusei-ga sono hon-wo tebayaku kanari yon-da. 
student-NOM 白atbook-ACC quickly considerably read-PAST 
Although the scope interaction differs between (a) and (b) sentences， a degree adjunct "kanari 
(considerably)" can ap阿佐 eitheron the left or right side of a VP manner adjunct“tebのaku(quickly)" . 
It is組 essentialproperty ofthe degree adjunct“kanari"由atinduces a quantitative interpretation when it 
is placed at泊施 叫acentposition to the verb: Taro・wa加narioyoida， for instance， means that Taro swam 
quite a long distance. Since some of the degree adjuncts like “kanari can directly modi骨theverbs， 1 
consider them to be one type of VP adjuncts. Another important characteristic of由.eplacement of 
“kanari" is that it enables the co・occurringVP manner adjunct to keep the original interpretation over a 
sentence even though it is not put right next ωthe verb. Now， consider批 samekind of order permutation 
in behave-type verb. 
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(22) a. Taroo-wa Hanako-ni kanari yasぉiku furumat-ta. 
Taro-NOM Hanako-DAT considerably gently behave-PAST 
“Taro behaved considerably gent1y to Hanako" 
b.事Taroo-wa Hanako-ni yasasiku kanari furumat-ta. 
Taro-NOM Hanako-DAT gent1y considerably behave-PAST 
Notice that although the precedence of degree adjunct“kanari" to VP adjunctツαsasiku(gent1y)" is 
possible， the reversed order is not allowed出 itcan be seen in (22b)， con甘aryto the fact observed in (21). 
This indicates that behave勾P巴V巴rbspre色r叫acencyto the core 叫unctsto other types of VP adjuncts. 
Similar contrast can be detected in the word order altemation in middles as well. 
(23) a. Kono naifu-wa kanari yoku kir-e-ru. 
this knife-TOP considerably well cut-POT-PRES 
“This knife cuts considerably well" 
b. *Kono naifu-wa yoku kanari kir-e-ru. 
this knife-TOP well considerably cut-POT-PRES 
Again， the ungrammaticality of (23b) is not due to the placement of“kanari" right before the verb， because 
it alone can modify the degree of the core event. 
(24) Kono naifu-wa kanari kir-e-ru. 
this knife-TOP considerably cut-POT-PRES 
“This knife cuts considerably (well)" 
Given that (24) is completely fine， we are able to consider that the core adjuncts which constitute core 
event with certain verbs prefer direct modification on the verbs and have tendency to exclude the 
intervention of constituent between core adjuncts and verbs. 
5. Loose Ends: Obligatory Adjuncts in Passives and Progressives 
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The following examples show that some verbs in English require obligatory appe釘 anceof by-phrase 
agents. 
(25) a. *This house was built. 
b. This house was built by a French architect. (Grimshaw and Vikner 1993: 143) 
Even more puzzling phenomenon can be seen泊めeEnglish for-phrases. As discussed by Rapoport (1999) 
and Stroik (1999)， some middles allow agents to be realized in for-PPs， while some do not. 
(26) a. French books read easily for educated people. 
b. Latin texts do not translate easily for Bil. 
c. *These books don't sel for the average shopkeeper. 
d.事Stowson floor or shelf for tidy people. 侭apoport， 1999: 147， 152) 
Japanese does not have the agentive distinction between for-PPs and by-PPs in passives， that is， they釘e
uniformly expressed with -ni p訂 ticle，or otherwise with -niヴ'oteparticle which is a derived form of -ni. 
However， despite the non-distinction of prepositional particles in Japanese， some verbs seem to disallow 
passivization without agentive PP. 
(27) a.事Konoie-wa tate-rare-ta. 
this house-TOP build-PASSlVE-PAST 
“This house was built" 
b. Kono ie-wa [pp aru chomeina kenchikuka-niyotte] tate-rar予 ta.
this house-TOP certain popular architect-by build-PASSlVE-PAST 
“This house was built by a popul訂 architect"
At this point 1 do not have sufficient explanation for these apparently divergent exarnples. One possibility is 
白紙thefeatures of certain sentence constructions， whether they are explicitly realized as morphemes or not， 
yield deficits on information 柑 uctureand evoke core event combination consisting of 叫unctsand verbs. 
In fact， some other grarnmatical features such as aspect seemingly a民 ctthe naturalness of sentences. 
no 
(28) a.事Bureaucratsare bribing easily. 
b. *The walls are pa加出geぉily. σagan， 1988: 181) 
(29) a.ホKonosh戸u-wa sentakuki-de ara-e-tei-ru. 
this shirt-TOP laundry machine-with wash-POSS-PROG-PRES 
“官lisshirt can machine-washing." 
b.事Kononaifu-wa yoku kir-e-tei-ru. 
this knife-TOP well cut-POSS-PROG-PRES 
“This knife is cutting well" (Takami， 1997: 85) 
The ch紅'act怠ristics of these aspec旬al denotations and implicit arguments 泊 the middles are 
circumstantially observed by Iwata (1999)， but the similarity between Japanese and English with regard to 
the aspecωality and obligatory PPs stil seem to have not been discussed in the literature. Thus it is left 
open toward a future research， of how combinatorial dependencies and the concept of∞re event紅 erelated 
to the obligatory presence of adjuncts in批 seconstructions. 
6. Conclusion 
In this article 1 discussed some similarities between obligatory-adjunct construction and the 
adjuncts in the middles， and argued that也eycan be regulated by the notion of combinatorial 
dependencies and the core event licensing mechanism. Further investigations should be necess釘y，in 
order to reveal these obvious parallelism between English and Japanese， inrespect to the lexical 
dependencies， event representations and obligatoriness of a司juncts.
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加詞 (VPA司junct)の特性である「最近接の条件 (TheClosest Condition)J と結びつけて主張す
る。
(東北大学大学院文学研究科言語学研究室 大学院生)
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